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MyHealthily announces AFLAC Partnership for Small Group Health  

MyHealthily is the first-in-the country to quote in real-time, with paperless enrollment through 

their full benefits administration platform. 

[ENGLEWOOD, NJ, August 23, 2022] — MyHealthily Insurance Solutions announces 

the release of ancillary and worksite benefits through an exclusive partnership with 

Aflac. This release further rounds out MyHealthily’s ever-growing offerings of 130+ 

carriers throughout the entire United States. Chris Tsuyuki, Director of Product at 

MyHealthily noted,  

“We are excited to have built the first real-time quoting platform for 

ancillary and worksite benefits to all enrolling employees! This is a 

real differentiator for both producers when it comes to boosting their 

book of business, and employers looking to attract and retain talent.” 

This release is the first real-time quoting for Critical Illness, Cancer Care, Accident, 

Hospital Indemnity, and Voluntary Life plans offered to all employees through their 

enrollment dashboard. For Aflac this means they have advanced their capabilities and 

are meeting MyHealthily on the forefront of health insurance technology.  

This exclusive venture by Aflac and MyHealthily creates a space for brokers and agents 

to better serve their client’s needs in a straightforward and almost effortless manner. 

Brokers and agents have the ability to offer hundreds of thousands of plan options in 

seconds. Along with the opportunity to increase their personal revenue, by offering 

each enrolling employee ancillary and worksite benefits from an award winning 

company, Aflac. Ted Hill of Player’s Health, who utilizes the MyHeathily platform 

noted, 

“MyHealthily took our quoting time from 2 days to 5 seconds, and we 

now have the ability to offer clients everything they could want!” 

### 



       

For brokers and agents who seek to provide small group benefits, MyHeathily 

Insurance Solutions, LLC, is the customer-centric, Association-approved platform. Our 

proprietary platform provides agencies differentiation through plan options, 

streamlined software and profitability.  Currently partnered with 40+ associations 

across the United States, MyHealthily is solving the biggest pain points for small 

businesses and the agents that serve them. 

 

Website: https://myhealthily.com/ 

Learn more about this specific release: https://myhealthily.com/release-notes/  
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